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In a land where ancient stories intertwine,
A people’s struggle, a poignant rhyme,
Palestinians, resilient, strong, and bold,
In the face of adversity, their stories are told.

Amidst olive groves and desert sands,
They bear the weight of history’s hands,
Aching for a homeland, they persevere,
Through the trials of pain and fear.

Underneath a sun that fiercely gleams,
They harbour dreams like flowing streams,
For a peaceful future, where children play,
In the light of a bright, hopeful day.

From Gaza’s shores to all Muslim hearts,
In each soul, a desire to restart,
To bridge the divides, to heal the wounds,
To see a land where hope balloons.

Amidst the chaos, a longing persists,
For a world where coexistence exists,
Where peace and justice finally become a reality,
And in unity, all can peacefully sway.

In the shadow of trials, they stand tall,
In the face of adversity, they never fall,
The strength of Palestinians, evidence clear,
To the human spirit, to hope, to persevere.
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In the face of suffering, they endure,
With grace and dignity, their hearts secure,
Palestinians, we stand with you in love,
Hoping for peace, sent from above.